
Hacking shipping with a …..kettle



Who am I?

An security researcher & penetration tester

Part of a team of 60 who carry out security testing and audits of ships, 
vehicles, banks, military, government etc at @pentestpartners

Several ex-ships crew on the team

Known for public research in to hacking vehicles, kids toys, Samsung smart 
TVs, fridges and much more



My Kettle



A Wi-Fi kettle

A Wi-Fi enabled kettle, essential 
for every home

Comes with mobile app, from 
which kettle can be boiled

Offers stunning time saving, at a 
£100 premium over a regular non-
smart kettle



How to hack a kettle

#1 port scan

#2 take it apart

#3 locate chipset manuals

#4 review source code

#5 find code fails

#6 make tea!





Disclosure 

“It’s OK” said the manufacturer

…the hack requires specialist knowledge and one would have to be 
very lucky to find a user with an iKettle

Though in fairness, the manufacturer has now withdrawn the iKettle
1.0. The latest iKettle 3.0 is very secure. I have one ;-)



Wi-Fi is trackable. Find kettles to steal Wi-Fi security key from:



So what?

Do you have any control over the smart devices your crews bring on 
board?

How secure are the wireless networks on board your vessels?

Have you checked the separation of your on-board networks?



Another way: satcoms



Let’s go find some ships that could be hacked
Many ships are now 
permanently connected to 
the internet

www.shodan.io is a search 
engine that can be used to 
find always-on devices e.g.:

‘sailor 900’

‘Inmarsat Solutions’

‘Telenor Satellite’

‘commbox’

http://www.shodan.io/


An example satcom issue. KVH are not at fault here 

Comms not provided 
by KVH - vessel 
owner took a 3rd

party service

Vessel owner didn’t 
update the software



We know the vessel name and location from AIS

We know the name of the shipping line from Google

We know the names of the crew from the satcom box

We know their interests from Facebook

TIME FOR A PHISHING ATTACK!

With a phish, one can compromise the vessel network



Let’s go one better: a real time vulnerable ship satcom tracker
By collating vulnerable 
satcom unit data with live AIS 
data…

…we can geo-locate 
vulnerable ships in real time

Here we have a vessel with a 
very outdated satcom unit 
that is likely to be highly 
vulnerable to attack

This is all open source data, 
all we have done is link it up



Software updates fix security problems

Vendors rarely say:

‘we made a mistake, there’s a 
security problem in our vessel 
satellite terminal.

Here’s a really important 
software update that you need to 
apply urgently to prevent your 
vessel being hacked’

We more often see:

“New functions in the Cable calibration. Appendix II

Reset of event list in Diagnostic report.

Event log reset without deleting config. Appendix. III

Bearings/friction test for all axis

General improvements of security for "admin" account.

New ‘Local Admin’ activation.”

We offer a service that tells you immediately if an update is published for your satcom software 



Attack EDIFACT



Interfering with shipping
Containerised transport is vulnerable 
to loading message interception and 
modification

Switching EDI message codes can 
cause misloading and out-of-trim 
situations

MEA+AAE+VGM+KGM:9580.7

HAN+PRI:HANDLING:306′

HAN+LTT:HANDLING:306′

Potential to modify BAPLIE during transfer to 
or on board ship

Probably easier to modify data that it is 
constructed from: EDIFACT



Interfering with shipping

Further manipulation of dangerous goods codes 
can lead to explosions:

ATT+26+AGR:DGATT:306+XS:DGAGR:306 ′

ATT+26+HAZ:DGATT:306+FLVAP:DGHAZ:306′

DGS+IMD+2.1::35-10+1954+055:CEL+1+F-ES-E



A cookbook for reefers
HAN+ACC:HANDLING:306′

HAN+NOR:HANDLING:306′

HAN+OSC:HANDLING:306′

HAN+OPD:HANDLING:306′

HAN+ODO:HANDLING:306′

HAN+KDR:HANDLING:306′

Similar techniques could be used to 
disguise illegal shipments of arms or 

drugs

A recipe for prawn espresso:



Interfering with shipping
Bulk carriers have related, but different 
security issues

Hull Stress Monitoring Systems are present 
to prevent misloading

They typically report to a rugged PC on the 
bridge

Connected to the voyage data logger over IP

Tamper with the data in real time, 
overstress the ship



Interfering with shipping

Similar loading issues can occur with LNG 
carriers

Also concerns around cooling, management of 
tank pressure and fuel slosh / cofferdams

Heavy reliance on ballast pumps for trim

Umbilical connectors exchanging data with ship 
systems, carrying data. All interesting to hackers



Interfering with shipping
Load information isn’t all that is carried by EDIFACT

IFTFCC also contains interesting information for the 
hacker

Segment 0470:

FII: Financial Institution Information 

‘Bank and account numbers’

This should be cross checked with the Bill of Lading 
before payment, but are you certain this is done?



How about stealing containers?
Read the legal case involving Glencore and MSC from 
2017: ~$1M of Cobalt stolen; two containers 
disappeared from a terminal in 2011

Case revolved around PIN codes given to truck driver. 
An inside job?

What if you could misroute containers by 
manipulating EDIFACT? LOC messaging is one way

Manipulate LOC segments of MOVINS, COPARN, 
COARRI, CODECO messages etc



But the Blockchain solves all this, right?



Blockchain is the solution?

Maybe…

…or maybe it just creates new 
security problems to solve

Private Key -- Wallet

Protected by a password

Miner issues:

51% problem

Ledger disc storage problem

Bandwidth problem on ship

Numerous crypto algorithms have been broken over 
the years: RC4, MD5, SHA-1

What happens if processing power in future allows 
Blockchain collisions to be found?



Where do you start?



Tactical advice

Start with your remote data comms

Check that your satellite comm box isn’t on the PUBLIC internet

Check that the passwords have been changed from the vendor default and are now STRONG

Check that your fleet has the latest version of satcom software and is updated each time an 
update is published

Check that Wi-Fi networks on board have strong passwords and config and are isolated from 
other systems



Tactical advice

Check your on board networks are segregated:

Bridge, engine room, crew, Wi-Fi and business networks must be logically isolated

Secure USB ports on ship systems. If you have to update charts etc over USB, keep dedicated 
USB keys for this purpose only

Demand evidence from your maritime technology suppliers that their equipment is secure

And teach your crew about security



@thekenmunroshow

@pentestpartners

Blog: www.pentestpartners.com – full of useful advice for 
maritime security

Start with a simple security audit of your vessel / terminal / 
systems

http://www.pentestpartners.com/

